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Figure 2-1 Reference Boeing NTR Vehicle
HLLV Config: 5
Fairing: ECA
Payload Mass: 62 T





Payload Mass: 116.5 T




Payload Mass*: 145 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 18.9 TO
!
HLLV Config: l HLLV Config: 5
Fairing: NCA Fairing: ECA
Payload Mass: 102 T Payload Mass: 93.5 T
(Cargo Frame Mass:13.3 TO (Cargo Frame Mass: 26.7 T)
° 38.5 T of TMI Topoff Required Per Tank
Titan IV Configuration
Payload Mass: 19.9 T
(Cargo Frame Mass: 5.7 T)
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ao_e _. v e._icle <_ost _er:ornnance kThousanc_s o_ l_'U cotiars)
Ven,Ce ICes: (MillicnsllPounCs :o L--'C IKc :o LE,3 ICosu'Kc. (tMcusanCs)
Scout 1 71 5741 2=Jii 65.131





E.=AC S-I 291 24991 I 1361
E.=AC S-ll 431 =J600t 30001 14.33i
Delta tl 8920 421 87001 3955t 10.52i
Delta 1[ 7920 711 110861 50391 14.09!
Atlas I 801 129801 59001 13.561
i
Atlas !1 921 149181 57801 13.571
E.=AC S-3 861 1 =8 62! 721 01 9. I 5]
E.=AC St. 751 203281 9240t 8.I21
iEPAC S-5 8 71 246401 112001 7.77!
!EPAC S-6 1 051 299201 136001 7.77.!
Atlas fie 99t 1 56641 71201 13.901
I
iAtlas llas 1 211 18942t 861 01 14.35!
iAnane IV 65t 205001 93181 8.981
it;tan Ill 1851 32432! 14742{ 1 2.55
it;tan IV 2761 469001 213181 1 2.9 =
:Shuttle C 2401 1500001 68182t 3.5;
,Shuttle Z 3431 2500001 1136361 3.0;
!Titan IV/Cent 2761 6B000t 309091 8.93
:Saturn V 6001 3080001 140000i 4.29
Shuttle 1 I 3451 543861 247211 13.96
Shuttle 2 I 2001 5-43861 247211 8.09
Shuttle 3 I 345l 3036001 1380001 2.50
Shuttle 4 I 200t 3036001 1380001 1.45
Note: There are four Shuttle data entries here because the Shuttle is the only one of these launch vehicles
whose payload compartment, the Or0iter, is recoverai_le and reusable. This makes it difficult to
compare it with expendable launch vehicles. Saturn V ¢ata are from Rot. 11.
Shuffle _ this is the data entry for the standard Shuttle from Ref. 10.
_huttle 2 this entry shows a reduction of the cost of the Shuttle *launch vehicle" by an estimate of the
cost of the Oroiter, which is assumed to be replaced I_y a faidng. The amortized cost used was
the $4.1 billion Orbiter cost divided by a 25 launch utilization lifetime, i.e., approximately
$145 million per launch, reducing the $345 million to $200 million per launch.
Shale 3 this entry keeps the $345 million cost per launch of the Shuttle but assumes that the Orbiter is
replaced by a payload bay. The LEO delivery weight is thus (24,721 + 113,279) = 138,000 kg.
Shuttle 4 this entry shows a reduction of the per launch cost by $145 million and an increase of the
payload delivered to LEO to 138,000 kg.
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NUMBER OF PAYLOADS NEEDED
NL(w) = [Wolw] + (112){I+ sgn(Wo/w - [Wolw])} sgn(Wolw - [Wolw])
Nv(w) = [Vo/VH(w)] + (1/2){1 + sgn(Vo/VH(w) - [Vo/VH(w)])} x
sgn(Vo/VH(w)- [Vo/VH(w)])
N(w) = Max (NL(w), Nv(w)}
LAUNCH VEHICLE RELIABILITY
Then the probability of a successful launch to LEO, i.e.not more than h units out
of n failing, is
(12)
h
Pn(n-h) = 52 (n!/(n-j)!i!)pn'JqJ,
j=O
If we lee r be the conditional probability that an engine fails catastrophically,
given that it fails, then
(13) q = qr + q(1-r),
where q(1-r) = probability of that an engine fails, but hoe catas_'ophically.
Hence,
(14) Pn(n) = pnqO(1-r)O = pn
Pn(n-1) = npn'lq(I-r) + pn
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(p = 0.98, r = 0.25)
MAKING THE LAUNCH WINDOW?
If N = N(w) payload de!iveries are needed to assemble the sFacecaft
and if time for up to j additional launi'_es is included in the schedule to
compensate for up to (i " 1) launch failures, then, ass',:ming no political
launch hiatus after any failure,
= _make launch window] p_ C._p,_q + C_-t pN=z ,. _. -.'_,-i-_ pN qi
P" [ in j extra launches ]= * _ . ..... t.]
where
C_-i-I pNqi = (N+i-1)(N+i-2).i! " .(N) pNqi
is the negative binomial density Which gives the probability that the Nth
success is achieved predse!y at the (N + i )fitlaunch.
LIMITATIONS ON HLLV SIZE
I. Limitations on the usable size and shape of payload bays and the limited
deployabi/ity of space structures;
2. Limitations on the size of propellant tankage domes (currently around !0 to
15 meters in diameter) that can be built with current me_ods of metal
forming, spinning, welding, etc;
3. Limitations on the size of loads that can be transported by air, rail, truck, and
barge;
4. Limitations on the size of facilities and handling ability of canes, transports,
and "strongbacks" at launch sites;
5. Limitations on the safety considerations for handling and launching very
large quantities of cryogenic or hypergolic propellants, partic,alartywith
respect to the population li,nng in the loczi abort zone;
6. Limita!ons on the reliabilityof I-TLLVs that are made of a large number of
clustered tanks;
7. Limitations of cost and risk in concentrating too many resources in a single
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